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Abstract. Currently, the best object detection results are achieved by
supervised deep learning methods, however, these methods depend on
annotated training data. With the synthetic data generation approach, we
intend to mimic the real data characteristics and diversify the dataset by
a systematic rendering of highly realistic synthetic pictures. We system-
atically explore how different combinations and portions of real and syn-
thetic datasets affect object detectors performance. The developed syn-
thetic data generation framework shows promising results in deep learning-
based object detection tasks and can supplement real data when the vari-
ety of real training data is insufficient. However, when synthetic data
ratio increases over real data ratio, a decrease in average precision can be
observed, which has the most affect on 0.75-0.95 IoU threshold range.
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1 Introduction

Even though we have almost spent a decade since the term Industry 4.0 was
introduced [16], industrial robots by themselves still mostly have limited intel-
ligence. One of the most popular ways to make robots smarter is by attach-
ing cameras [4] that can acquire information on a specific region of interest or
perceive the environment around the robot and adjust their movements respec-
tively [19]. Therefore, by giving the robots an ability to see, comprehend and act
accordingly, we can automate tasks that traditionally require human intelligence
or complex and very spacious machines [5].

Specific computer vision problems - object detection and instance segmen-
tation - are two of the main prerequisites to automate a number of tasks where
industrial robots must proceed in an unstructured environment. The detection
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indicates where in the camera’s frame an object is located, and which class does
this object belong to. Whereas segmentation determines which class does every
pixel of an image belongs to. Instance segmentation is a type of segmentation
that differentiates among pixels belonging to different instances of the same
class. With this information, one can acquire a visible shape of a specific object
and use it to determine objects pose [12], which in turn is handy for picking
up and manipulating the object. However, the segmentation task typically is
computationally more expensive than object detection or classification tasks [9],
therefore in the case of randomly piled objects it is rather inefficient to segment
all of the objects in the region of interest. In this article, we focus on detecting
objects that have the highest possibility to result in a successful grasp.

Object detection is hard in the case of randomly piled objects. The objects
are often only partially visible, and when the pile consists of similar or even the
same objects, the similar features that could be used to detect the unobstructed
objects are scattered all over the pile. There are still challenges to retaining
low false-positive rates in cluttered environments [14]. In such environments
robotic grasping is hardly competing with human performance, therefore many
manipulations still require manual work or rather big and expensive machines
that are hard to adjust if product assortment changes.

Currently, in case of known and finite amount of instances, the best object
detection results are achieved by supervised deep learning methods, for example
EfficientDet [25] and HRNet-OCR [29]. However, these methods depend on anno-
tated training data. Each new object requires numerous new training examples
of pile images, and labelling of such images is a time consuming manual labour,
especially in the case of image segmentation tasks. To alleviate the training data
acquisition process and simplify the use of modern computer vision methods in
industry, we turn to data synthesis.

Image synthesis or rendering is a process of generating digital images from vir-
tual scenes. The photo-realism of rendered images, videos, and computer games
keeps increasing. Also, the tools for creating virtual environments with included
physics simulation are becoming more user-friendly and affordable. For exam-
ple, such tools as Blender, Unity, and Unreal Engine can be used free of charge.
Therefore AI and computer vision research community increasingly use such
tools to generate data, train systems in virtual environments directly, and to
adjust and develop more vision-oriented tools, for example, an open-source plu-
gin UnrealCV [20].

The main goal of this article is to explore and develop a synthetic data
generation framework for object detection tasks. We compare manually labelled
data with synthetically generated data and analyze how does the real data,
synthetic data and different combinations of both affect the precision of object
detection models. Taking into account the above mentioned the rest of the paper
is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes state-of-the-art developments in the
fields of object detection and data synthesis. Section 3 describes our proposed
method. In Sect. 4 several different tests are performed and the obtained results
are analyzed. Section 5 concludes this article.
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2 Related work

Object detection in images has improved significantly in the last years [31]. Cur-
rent best detectors are based on deep neural networks and trained in a super-
vised fashion. Notable detectors include types of Region-Based Convolutional
Neural Networks (Faster R-CNN [24], Mask R-CNN [13], Beta R-CNN [28]).
Even though the mean average precision (mAP) is an important aspect to com-
pare between object detectors, other aspects such as computational efficiency,
memory consumption and inference time also play an important role in select-
ing an appropriate object detector for the intended use-case. In this sense, the
YOLO [22,23] variants provide better leverage between the precision and speed
when compared to others [31].

Detection and segmentation of objects that are randomly piled combined
with an industrial robot pick and place operation [3] are commonly referred to
as bin-picking. Even though this problem has been addressed by the research
community for several decades, it remains one of the most challenging tasks in
robotics [2,6]. Multiple instances of the same type of objects that are randomly
stacked in a pile introduce a variety of challenging conditions, such as the sim-
ilarity between foreground objects and the background, occlusions, and clutter.
That in a combination with sensor noise contribute to the complexity of object
detection [4].

Most of the research is focused on applications that have publicly available
large data-sets on commonly used objects, whereas in industrial applications
object types can be specific to the respective product. Model-free grasping tech-
niques partly addresses data absence [17] and can proceed without having prior
knowledge of the objects, but this method complicates the post-gripping [33]
process and can introduce additional steps for precise positioning. The latest
achievements in the field of computer-generated imagery widen opportunities in
synthetic real-life like data generation for object detection tasks in this particular
scenario.

Synthetic data for object detection tasks typically has been composed by
placing foreground objects on background scenes with different parameters that
can be varied. Some approaches proceed with 2D images that are placed on a set
of background images [7,11], with set of rules or physical simulation for piling
the objects realistically. The level of complexity for such and similar methods is
lower, however they are typically restricted to 2D nature that contributes to the
lack of realism, which therefore decreases detectors performance. 3D graphical
engines have also been utilized in synthetic data generation, however, these are
typically dedicated for household situations or usage with every day objects
[26,27].

A comprehensive overview of the existing state of the art datasets relevant for
object pose estimation for industrial bin-picking is given in [15]. Even though we
don’t address pose estimation task in this article, this overview gives a valuable
insights in the current progress and the applicability of the available data sets.
It shows that most previous approaches are not well suited to be directly used
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for deep learning methods in bin-picking task due to either a lack in the amount
of data, its variety or incomplete ground truth information.

Even though modern object detection methods are effective at detecting of
traffic signs [32], pedestrians [10], household objects [8] etc., the methods fall
short in industrial settings due to lack of training data. Our proposed method
utilizes modern graphics engines to generate realistic data for training neural
networks for robotic grasping in industrial specific scenarios, where data can be
use-case specific and change over time. We focus on generating versatile data by
a vast amount of adjustable parameters. Thus the parameters can be adjusted
by specific needs. In this case, we extract the data of unobstructed objects in
corresponding orientation to train AI models only on the objects that have the
highest probability to result in a successful grasp when the model is deployed.
The object detection described in this article serves as the first step in the whole
pick and place process, and only information about the most promising objects
that could be grasped will be processed further.

With respect to the synthetically generated data, in this work, we create a
new dataset fully suitable for deep learning by the means of the amount of data
and sufficient ground truth annotations. Although we currently feature only one
3D model, we aim at synthesizing photo-realistic images by means of higher
resolutions, materials, textures, lighting, reflections and indirect light bounces
instead to reduce the reality gap.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Synthetic Generation of Realistic Pile Images and Annotations

We aim at automating the systematic rendering of highly realistic synthetic
pictures to generate data sets for training the object detection algorithm. The
image generator obtains images by arranging any kind of objects that have 3D
models within a virtual 3D scene from which it renders highly realistic images.
In this case, it is a box with white bottles. By tuning parameters of the 3D
scene such as an object, camera and light positions, object colour or texture and
surface properties, brightness, contrast, and saturation, a large image diversity
can be generated in resolution and levels of realism depending on the user needs.
By further exporting relevant ground truth data from the 3D scene including
the location and orientation of objects within a rendered image, the generated
data is fully annotated.

By sampling all possible configurations of objects and image parameters
within the 3D scene (in arbitrary, user-defined granularity), a modification space
is defined allowing for the automated generation of large synthetic data sets, for
which the diversity of images is controlled by the user. By systematically defining
appropriate scenes and modification spaces, the image generator can be used to
generate not only training and validation data sets in sufficient quantity (over-
coming a lack of training data, which is often a limiting problem), but in general,
also allows for generating data sets specifically designed for specific experiments
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Fig. 1. Synthetic data rendered with Blender

Fig. 2. Different perspectives and light conditions
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later on (e.g. to compare across different classification models or to extract spe-
cific insights of the algorithm).

In this work, we focus on automating the generation of realistic data sets
for training our object detection algorithm, i.e. highly realistic images of piled
objects together with their corresponding depth-map, for which we annotate
every single object visible in the scene with location and orientation ground
truth. Corresponding instance-segmented images are also generated as depicted
in Fig. 1d. For image generation, we use the free open-source tool, for which we
fully automated the rendering of parametrizable 3D scenes (as they have been
defined within the scope of this work) in python by making use of blender’s
python API.

We implemented a basic set of functions in python for setting up virtual 3D
scenes and controlling the image rendering process, where we kept the config-
uration of objects and image parameters for the defined configuration space as
variables. These functions have been implemented in such a way, that the whole
process of image generation iterates across all possible configurations of varying
image parameters within the given configuration space (i.e. the placement of the
3D objects into different positions of the 3D scene, applying different textures
and shaders to the objects, different positioning of light sources and the cam-
era, running the rendering process) is being automated and executed in headless
mode and no manual interaction via Blender’s GUI is required.

To additionally allow for a more realistic object placement within the consid-
ered 3D scenes, especially for piling up any number of objects more realistically
and naturally, we further make use of Blender’s integrated physics engine, which
enables us to optionally apply simple rigid body simulations based on convex
hull collision detection. For postprocessing and annotation of images, we fur-
ther make use of OpenCV, which we make available to blender’s internal python
interpreter via pip.

3.2 Training Setup

A wide variety of machine learning algorithms are currently available to detect
objects in images. At the beginning of the study, YOLOv3 [23] was one of the
most popular real-time, single-stage object detection algorithms with the best
AP scores and FPS trade-offs [31]. In addition, YOLOv3 can be used with a
variety of frameworks [1,30] and has a large community to discuss important
issues. We used YOLOv3 for all following experiments

To train and evaluate the YOLOv3 models, we used the Darknet [1] frame-
work and already pre-trained convolutional weights [21] darknet53.conv.74 on
Imagenet. This framework is a branch of the original Darknet open-source frame-
work [21] with various improvements such as anchor calculation or charts. Dark-
net framework is implemented using the c++ programming language and is
efficient at training other popular neural networks as well. Training and evalua-
tion was performed on two separate Linux OS workstations with Nvidias RTX
3090 and A100 GPUs.
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4 Tests and Results

The performed tests are structured in a way to evaluate how object detector
trained on synthetic datasets performs in real-life scenarios compared to object
detector trained on real datasets. Even though the main focus is concentrated on
synthetic data usage, we also systematically explore how different combinations
and portions of real and synthetic datasets affect object detectors performance.
In respect to the use-case, the main goal is to detect objects that are most likely
to result in a successful grasp, therefore we also analyze in how many scenes at
least one object has been found above a certain Intersection over Union (IoU)
threshold.

4.1 Datasets

Real Datasets. The real data was gathered by randomly distributing bottles in
a box. For each of the acquired images, the positions of the bottles were altered.
The intensity of lightning and camera exposure time was systematically modified
to acquire a high diversity of different lighting conditions. In total for training
purposes, 2200 real images were acquired and manually labelled from which
1760 images for training and 440 images for validation purposes. Furthermore,
the training and validation datasets were rotated four times by 90◦, in total
resulting in 7040 training images and 1760 validation images.

Two test datasets were gathered and manually labelled, first dataset Test 1
was captured in similar conditions as the real training dataset, however Test 2
was captured with different camera and in different conditions.

Synthetic Datasets. For the experiments considered in this work, we have
generated a synthetic dataset in the same amount as the real dataset, consisting
of 8800 photo-realistic high-resolution scenes. For every individual scene we fill
an initially empty box with randomly placed bottles by making use of Blender’s
physics simulation engine to achieve realistic positioning and orientation. We
use realistic textures and Blender’s principled BSDF shader nodes to achieve
realistic renderings of the scenes including lighting, reflections and indirect light
bounces.

After filling the box with the bottles, we create a series of renderings for
which we vary power levels of 4 different light sources and the orientation of the
camera, which orbits around the box and renders the scene from 16 different
angles as depicted in Fig. 2. For every camera orientation, we also generate a
depth image and the segmentation images of the individual bottles as seen by
the camera and labelled by the object ID as illustrated in Fig. 1. We further
generate a separate annotation file for every camera perspective which contains
the individual object’s orientation and rotation in-camera coordinates together
with the object’s visibility percentage.
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4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The most common metric used to measure the accuracy of the object detec-
tion in the images is average precision (AP) [18], which is also utilized in this
article to evaluate the performance of object detection in our experiments. In
our case the Darknet framework with variously set (0.5–0.95) IoU thresholds is
used to perform AP measurements. With the IoU we measure the overlapping
area between the ground truth and the predicted bounding box and evaluate
the precision over different thresholds. True positive (TP), false positive (FP),
and false negative (FN) estimates for each detected object are used to calculate
precision and recall to perform AP measurements.

4.3 Comparisons

The performance and precision of the proposed synthetic data generation app-
roach were evaluated by various aspects. First, the object detection performance
was investigated with deep learning models trained using different ratios of syn-
thetic and real data combinations and by utilizing the maximum amounts of the
acquired data. Starting with 100% of real data, the real data ratio was incremen-
tally decreased by 10% at the time by substituting it with the synthetic data as
depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. Evaluation of object detectors precision

Data distribution Test 1 Test 2

Real Synthetic Real/Synthetic Ratio % Step AP @0.5:0.95 OD % Step AP @0.5:0.95 OD %

8800 0 100/0 9100 88.61 100.00 9100 69.22 96.95

7920 880 90/10 7900 88.61 100.00 9200 71.04 98.47

7040 1760 80/20 6000 88.36 100.00 8000 73.23 100.00

6160 2640 70/30 6300 88.65 100.00 7600 72.83 100.00

5280 3520 40/60 6900 88.22 100.00 7400 72.50 100.00

4400 4400 50/50 4400 85.82 100.00 5000 73.84 100.00

3520 5280 40/60 8000 85.59 100.00 8700 70.27 100.00

2640 6160 30/70 7200 84.39 100.00 5900 64.57 100.00

1760 7040 20/80 7200 84.23 100.00 4500 63.62 100.00

880 7920 10/90 8200 82.59 100.00 7000 63.25 100.00

0 8800 0/100 7700 70.01 100.00 5000 38.66 100.00

The evaluation was performed on the described datasets - Test 1 and Test
2. Object detector evaluated on data close to real training data (Test 1) scored
similar average precision results when real data amount was higher than syn-
thetic data as depicted in Fig. 3a. This also holds true to higher IoU threshold
values from 0.85 to 0.95. All of the trained models showed similar average pre-
cision results in the IoU threshold region from 0.5–0.8. The main difference can
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be seen in the case when the model is trained on purely synthetic data, as the
precision remarkably decreases.

A different situation can be seen when the object detector is evaluated on a
test dataset that contains different environmental parameters - Test 2. In this
case the synthetic data supplements real data and increases average precision,
whilst achieving the highest precision on a 50/50 ratio. Similarly as with the
evaluation results on Test 1 dataset, also in this case object detector trained on
purely synthetic datasets showed the least precision.

Fig. 3. Average precision of object detection models on real images over different IoU
thresholds, viewed by the ratio of real to synthetic data in the training datesets

Even though the object detector trained on real data or different combina-
tions outperforms the detector trained on purely synthetic data, the main pre-
cision aspects in this article are connected to the specific use-case. Respectively,
the goal is to detect at least one object in the scene with an IoU threshold above
0.95. Obtained results on this aspect are depicted in Table 1 under columns
Object Detected (OD). On both test datasets, the trained models could meet
this requirement, except in Test 2 case, when the model was trained on purely
real data and in following 90/10 ratio.

5 Conclusion

In dynamic environments, especially in the case of randomly piled objects, a lot
of uncertainties and different environmental conditions can be present. Ideally,
these different conditions should be covered by the training data set in a deep
learning-based object detection task to satisfy the precision requirements. How-
ever, gathering and labelling the real data is a tedious task and requires a certain
amount of human resources and in some cases, it is complicated to recreate all the
possible configurations. With the synthetic data generation approach, we intend
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to mimic the real data characteristics and diversify the dataset by a systematic
rendering of highly realistic synthetic pictures. By tuning image parameters such
as an object, camera and light positions, object colour or texture and surface
properties, brightness, contrast, saturation, a large image diversity can be gen-
erated in resolution and level of realism depending on the requirements. In this
article we explore the usage of synthetic data in this particular scenario with one
object type, however, the generator can arrange any kind of objects that have
3D models.

The generated dataset, real dataset and different combinations of both were
used to train an object detector. The trained models were evaluated on two
different test datasets. In most of the cases when the real data ratio was higher
than synthetic data, the model achieved higher precision ratings. Even though
the models trained on purely synthetic images has lower average precision on real
images, the achieved precision is sufficient in our use-case. Thus, by diversifying
the training dataset with synthetic images a precision increase can be observed,
however when the synthetic ratio is over 50%, the precision decreases.

The developed synthetic data generation framework shows promising results
in deep learning-based object detection tasks and can supplement real data when
the variety of real training data is insufficient. However, adding the synthetic data
to real data requires testing to find the peak of precision, as adding more syn-
thetic images results in lower precision. In respect to future work, the synthetic
data generator will be further improved and utilized in object segmentation
tasks.
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